The Chaser – 10/23/2022
NEXT: Celebrate Opportunity!
Psalm 95:1–7
O come, let us sing to the LORD;
let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation!
Let us come into his presence with thanksgiving;
let us make a joyful noise to him with songs of praise!
For the LORD is a great God,
and a great King above all gods.
In his hand are the depths of the earth;
the heights of the mountains are his also.
The sea is his, for he made it,
and the dry land, which his hands have formed.
O come, let us worship and bow down,
let us kneel before the LORD, our Maker!
For he is our God,
and we are the people of his pasture,
and the sheep of his hand.

Icebreaker What holiday is the easiest for you to experience rejoicing?
There are some personalities that do not celebrate easily and often. They are always
waiting for the other shoe to drop. There are some personalities that celebrate at the
drop of a hat. Which are you? Do you celebrate easy and often, or rarely and with
difficulty, or even fear?

When you think about worship, does the word “joy” come to mind? Why or why not? If not,
what does come to mind?
Often people associate guilt, fear or maybe worst of all boredom with worship. Why do these
emotions get so much “air time” in worship? How does guilt fear or boredom affect our
capacity for joy.
I often hear of people (myself included) who do not want to rejoice too early. Does
celebrating come with a downside? Can you jinx outcomes with joy or rejoicing? Does not
celebrating, make good outcomes more likely?
Can we choose joy, or is it one of those things that is simply present, or it isn’t?
Verse 1 exhorts us to sing. Does singing in worship give birth to joy, or does joy give birth to
singing in worship?
Verse 6 exhorts us to bow and to kneel. How do humility and joy support each other?
Is the cause of our joy important?
In Philippians Paul, exhorts believers to “Rejoice in the Lord always, again I say Rejoice?” How
important is the qualifier “in the Lord”? What are the implications of “in the Lord”? Could we
find ourselves in horrible circumstances yet still retain the capacity to rejoice genuinely? (I use
the word genuinely because I know we can fake it.)
How often do you find yourself celebrating with others? never, rarely, occasionally, often,
whenever possible. Yearly, Monthly, Weekly. Do you have any little tricks that help make it
more likely to celebrate?

